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       Blockchain for K-Pop Concert & Incentivised Hallyu Commuinty. 
9.3M followers and growing Hallyu Media KStarLive.com!

       
      

     

    


   
   
  



    
        

            
                
            


            
                 

                What is KStarLive

                

                KStarLive is a global Hallyu news media, showing fans around the world content on K-star, K-pop and K-drama.

Currently fans and content creators around world are producing high quality Hallyu content in the form of video, pictures and etc. KStarLive introduces fans around the world to selected high quality content in the view point of the fan themselves.

Establishd in May 2016, KStarlive reached 8.5 Million subscribers on May 2019.
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                KStarNFT transfers various products such as concert tickets, Idol photo cards, and CD albums that have been purchased by Hallyu fans in the traditional market to the digital world.

Through NFT technology, KStarLive develops and expands the value of Hallyu by improving the biggest problems in the existing Hallyu goods market such as counterfeited products and concert ticket resale

Together with KStarLive's strategic partner SBSMediaNet, KStarNFT is produced with various categories of NTFs including NFT tickets for global concerts, TV show highlight NFT, to exclusive photos and videos through collaboration with entertainment labels.


             
            



        

    



    
        

            
                
            


            
                
                
                    
                

                Ethereum, and Theta; KStarNFT’s unlimited scalability offers the most efficient and seamless NFT experience for the users.

In the future, Global fans of Kpop will have more places to meet KStarNFT with greater utility. Stay tuned!

            


        

    



    
        
            
                

            

        

    



    
        

            
                Protocol and DApps

            


        

    



    
        
            
                
                    
                

            

            
                
Currently, there are over 300 Million fans of Hallyu around the world. The number of Hallyu fan club members has surpassed 70 Million. However, due to language and geographical reasons, connecting with Hallyu stars has always remained a challenge for foreign fans.

Using Blockchain’s decentralized system, KStarcoin aims to unite the decentralized fan base of hallyu under one blockchain platform.

KStarcoin’s token economy is focused on the fans of Hallyu. KStarcoin’s dapp can be largely classified into 4 different services.

            

        

    



    
        

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        News Media

                        KStarLive is the largest news platform for Hallyu fans around the world. 
We provide exclusive interviews as well as multi language services.

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Community

                        We will create and distribute value to fan created contents and sharing activities that generate traffic. We will also provide a platform where fan art and fanphic can be traded.

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Crowdfunding

                        Help crowdfund your own K-pop concert and fan meetings in your country! KStarCoin will provide additional exclusive events.

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        K-Commerce

                        With KStarCoin,you’ll be able to easily purchase exclusive goods by stars,the hottest products in Korea as well as Korean tourism packages.

                    

                

            


        

    



    
        
            
                

            

        

    



    
        

            
                
            


            
                 

                Economy of KSC

                

                KStarCon’s token economy consists of 3 tokens and is quniuely designed to be beneficial for token holders, dapp developers, partnership firms and all other particiapants of the ecosystem.

KStarCoin(KSC) will be used for purchasing exclusive goods or services sucha s concert ticketing, crowdfunding and exclusive licensed goods. Depending on the amount and time held, you can be eligible to receive additional benefits.

KRCoin(KRC) is South Korea’s stable coin,with the purpose for real day to day commerce and transactions. It will be pegged to the Korean Won and will operate in a high speed blockchain platform to enable free and fast transactions.

KStarLive’s Defi tokens will be used to earn interest income on KStarLive’s NFT/Defi Platform based on Solana. Holders can earn interest by staking KSC2 or through pairing with KStarNFT. When staking through pairing with KStarNFT, the interest rate is determined according to the grade of the NFT.

            


        

    



    
        
            
                

            

        

    



    
        

            
                KSC Distribution

            


        

    



    
        

            
                
            


            
                 

                
Symbol : KSC

Type : ERC20

Total Supply : 1,000,000,000

                

                 

            


        

    



    
        
            
                

            

        

    



    
        

            
                                    
            


            
                Contact us

                contact@kstarlive.com

10F, 736-44 Yeoksam 1(il)-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

            


        

    



    
        

            
                 

            


        

    

























 

